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A NOTE
Last year over 3,500 youth and 5,000 adults across the state contributed passions and
Last year over 9,500 youth and adults across the state contributed passions and
leadership to strengthen their communities. Together we completed 96 impact projects.
leadership to strengthen their communities. Together we completed 96 impact projects.
Together we committed 552 hours to collaborative learning and training. Together
Together we committed 858 hours to collaborative learning and training. Together
we dreamed of healthier and more equitable futures for ourselves, our families, and our
we dreamed of healthier and more equitable futures for ourselves, our families, and our
neighbors. We are the Maine Youth Action Network.
neighbors. Together we are the Maine Youth Action Network.
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W H O I S M YA N ?
W H O I S M YA N ?

The definition of a leader often feels elusive. A leader sometimes uses their platform
The definition of a leader often feels elusive. A leader sometimes uses their platform
to amplify the voices of others. They often and actively interrupt harmful patterns
to amplify the voices of others. They often and actively interrupt harmful patterns
or behaviors around them. Leaders regularly disrupt the status quo where it does
or behaviors around them. Leaders regularly disrupt the status quo where it does
not serve whole communities. In all things, big and small, leaders do the best they
not serve whole communities. In all things, big and small, leaders do the best they
can—with a little help from their friends. Last year we witnessed so many examples of
can—with a little help from their friends. Last year we witnessed so many examples of
leadership across the 16 counties and four Tribal Nations that make up the bedrock of
leadership across the 16 counties and four Tribal Nations that make up the bedrock of
this Network. Some members organized and advocated for social change in their towns
this Network. Some members organized and advocated for social change in their towns
or schools. Many members volunteered, launched new initiatives, facilitated trainings,
or schools. Many members volunteered, launched new initiatives, facilitated trainings,
and challenged us to do better. Every youth and adult in the Network made a positive
and challenged us to do better. Every youth and adult in the Network made a positive
difference in our communities.
difference in our communities.
This year authentic youth-adult partnerships paved the way for creativity and resilience
The Maine Youth Action Network fosters belonging, celebrates identities, and promotes
in the face of a prolonged pandemic. In person and virtually, leaders convened to
the agency of Maine youth. We do this work together—and we are grateful for your
deepen their impact. From statewide conferences to regional gatherings, young people
contributions. This year authentic youth-adult partnerships paved the way for creativity
generously shared their strengths with each other and adult supporters. Adults
and resilience in the face of a prolonged pandemic. In person and virtually, leaders
recommitted to their learning, to themselves, and to the young people we love. The data
convened to deepen their impact. From statewide conferences to regional gatherings,
points and photos tell a great story. We hope you enjoy it!
young people generously shared their strengths with each other and adult supporters.
Adults
recommitted
to their
learning,
to themselves,
and to theidentities,
young people
we love.
The Maine
Youth Action
Network
fosters
belonging, celebrates
and promotes
The
data points
and photos
thatdo
follow
tell atogether—and
great story. Wewe
hope
enjoyfor
it—thank
the agency
of Maine
youth. We
this work
areyou
grateful
your
you for anotherThank
year of
leadership!
contributions.
you
for another year of leadership!

Passamaquoddy Youth Council leads a community
Pride Walk in Indian Township (June 2021)
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2021 AT-A-GLANCE

B Y-T H E-N U M B E R S

2021 Reach &
Engagement
This year the Network engaged over...

5,000 youth

Partnering with Youth

Collaboratively Learning

Convening the Leaders

Authentic, equitable relationships

Strong, healthy relationships ask

We are always stronger together.

between young people and adults

us to learn from and with each

Convening youth and adult leaders

matter. MYAN partners with youth

other. MYAN facilitates learning

from across the state is central to

and adults across the state to

for adults to cultivate their own

MYAN’s work. These convenings,

action research processes and 15 focused on

co-create healthy and vibrant

social-emotional competencies

including the Maine Youth Leadership

restorative practices

communities.

and expand their skills. These

Conference, connect leaders to

offerings are designed for adults

others who share their passions and

working with Maine youth to make

ideas.

In areas of social justice, public
health, and restorative practices
we committed to partnerships with
Maine youth this year by co-creating

lasting connections and share their
expertise with one another.

Ɂ

3,300 hours of programming with young
people

Ɂ

2,991 youth participated in trainings

Ɂ

2,018 Youth collaborated to complete 96 impact
projects including using 14 participatory

5,000 adults

What does it mean to convene in a
pandemic? How do we convene again

Ɂ

1483 adults participated in 552 hours of trainings

Ɂ

3613 instances of technical assistance

opportunities, supporting young

This past year was incredibly difficult

in the ‘new normal’ when COVID just

people organizing for change, and

for young people and adults alike.

won’t quit? These are just a few of

redirecting resources directly to

Adults showed up, especially when

the questions youth leaders and the

the youth leadership guiding these

it was hard. Across the Network, we

MYAN team asked ourselves this past

efforts.

watched adults ask for help, build

year. In 2021, we found some creative

new skills, and generously share

ways to reconnect with young

their time with others.

people and adults across the state
to share successes and learn from
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W H AT W E D O

3 statewide youth-led
conferences
Ɂ

two virtual and one hybrid

one another!
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B Y-T H E-N U M B E R S

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
LEARNING

2021 Impact
After participating in MYAN programming...

What is Social-emotional Learning?
A social-emotional learning (SEL) framework is core to our work. The
Communities for Just Schools Fund defines culturally-affirming SEL as “the

75%

85%

88%

of youth report

of youth agreed

of youth report

the skills they learned
during the programming
will help them accomplish
their goals

“I consider myself a leader:
someone who can stand
up for what I believe is
important”

they have a deeper
understanding of people’s
experiences that are
different from mine
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

process by which people of all ages:
Ɂ Recognize and process emotions
Ɂ Set and strive toward personal/collective goals and liberation, while

What does SEL look like in action?

embracing failures as lessons
Ɂ Feel and show empathy

Each initiative within the MYAN portfolio starts with a youth-adult partnership

Ɂ Establish and maintain positive relationships with ourselves, our land, and

approach, valuing collective decisions and emphasizing process over outcomes.

our community
Ɂ Make collective decisions
Ɂ Identify the intersections between the -isms (including colonialism, white

Maine Youth Leadership

Our youth leadership curriculum incorporates emotional processing in each

Conference attendees,

session while skilled facilitators support participants of all ages to establish

November 2021

positive relationships with one another. Most significantly, the model is designed
to welcome failure as an opportunity to learn; in relation with one another or in

supremacy, anti-Blackness, homophobia, cispremacy, linguicism,

our work, groups are supported to identify and repair harm together. Free and

ableism, and all forms of oppression)

accessible learning opportunities for youth and adults further our collective

Ɂ Dream the world we deserve into being”1

skill building; larger-scale MYAN events offer us all dedicated spaces to dream
the worlds we want for ourselves and our communities.

When we support young people to cultivate their social
and emotional skills, they experience better school
outcomes, increased confidence, healthy relationships,
and a stronger connection to their schools and
communities.2 Beyond integrating SEL frameworks into
youth programming, working with adults to cultivate their
own social-emotional competencies creates opportunities
for young people to “catch” those skills from the adults in their
lives.3,4

1 Communities for Just Schools Fund. (2020). “Reclaim Social-Emotional Learning: Organizing
Praxis for Holistically Safe Schools”. Retrieved from https://www.cjsfund.org/reclaimsel
2 Durlak, J.A., Weissberg, R.P., Dymnicki, A.B., Taylor, R.D., & Schellinger, K.B. (2011). “The
impact of enhancing students’ social and emotional learning: A meta-analysis of school-based
universal interventions.” Child Development, 82, pp.405-432.
3 Weissberg, R. P. (2019). Promoting the Social and Emotional Learning of Millions
of School Children. Perspectives on Psychological Science, 14(1), 65–69. https://doi.
org/10.1177/1745691618817756
4 http://www.extension.umn.edu/youth/research/sel/docs/issue-brief-intentional-practicesto-support-sel.pdf
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Partner.
Authentic, equitable relationships between
young people and adults matter.
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PA RT N E R I N G W I T H Y O U T H

(CO)CREATING
OPPORTUNITIES
Gateway to Opportunity
For many, the pandemic laid bare a myriad of long-standing environmental

2021 Gateway to Opportunity

issues within our communities, often called determinants of health. While
adults working in public health fields have opportunities to affect change, young

Each young person graduates from the program with new knowledge,

people—particularly those of historically marginalized backgrounds and/or most

emerging professional networks, and 21st Century Skills which

directly impacted—have unique insights into these challenges and potential

emphasize communication, problem-solving, leadership, and work readiness.

solutions.

Additionally, youth participants are offered professional training to help

participants, team leaders,
and host site staff

build their resumes, cover letters, and interview skills. Every
MYAN works to co-create opportunities for youth partnership through program

community in Maine deserves to benefit from its smart,

models such as Gateway to Opportunity (G2O). This summer employment

creative youth leaders, and all young people deserve

initiative is designed to build and hone the work-based skills of the high school

positive employment experiences. G2O: coming to a

aged youth participants, in addition to the many young emerging professionals

community near you in 2022!

who join us. With a hands-on learning approach, G2O offers a project-based
summer work experience that provides a variety of career pathways, tools,
and career readiness opportunities. Youth and adults work collaboratively by
designing and executing a 6-week project. By exchanging expertise, project
ideas, and a work experience that exercises leadership skills and the co-

For the first time

creation of meaningful work, the program impact ripples out to the host site,

ever, the G2O

participants, and the community at large.
In 2021, MYAN partnered with four host sites around the state, engaging 39
youth and young adults in the program. For the first time ever, the program
expanded beyond the Greater Portland area to Machias with the support of the
Healthy Acadia youth engagement staff. Using a hybrid model, youth at each
host site met in person to collaboratively develop and implement their projects;
each week teams also engaged in interactive virtual workshops focused on

program expanded
beyond the Greater
Portland area to
Machias.

A 2021 report on the Gateway to Opportunity program* cites that of the youth participants interviewed...

100%
reported they were using skills
learned in G2O in school
or a workplace, including
communication, teamwork,
leadership, and project
management skills.

93%
reported that G2O influenced
their goals and aspirations for
life after college

69%
reported their experience in
G2O built workplace skills
or helped them to obtain a
job because of their experience
with resume building and
interviewing.

career readiness topics and featuring an array of guest presenters.
* Williams, Nikki, and Susy Hawes. "Gateway to Opportunity: A promising summer youth employmentmodel to address local
workforce needs." Maine Policy Review 30.1 (2021) : 32 -39, https://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/mpr/vol30/iss1/3
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PA RT N E R I N G W I T H Y O U T H

“I’ve heard youth want to be included in

ORGANIZING FOR
CHANGE

decisions and have input into the work being
done by the government—it makes sense but not
always practiced… There’s value in hearing from
the youth and what they need.”
Children’s cabinet member, January 2021

Youth Organizing Team with Maine Recovery
Advocacy Project
Young People’s Caucus

In 2021 the Maine Recovery Advocacy Project (ME-RAP) launched a series of
efforts designed to improve the lives of individuals directly impacted by the

What could a youth-adult partnership look

opioid epidemic and their families. MYAN partnered with ME-RAP leadership to

like in the context of state government

design an additional pathway for community members to engage in this work: a

and systems? When a racially diverse

youth organizing team.

group of Maine youth lead policy conversations with

Three young people began with a listening session at the Machias Recovery

representatives from the Department of Education or

Center in March, then the team transitioned to advocate for statewide

Behavioral Health Services, the Young People’s Caucus offers an answer ripe with

and local recovery efforts. Youth organizers joined a project to

potential.

distribute 500 postcards to lawmakers across the state,

In partnership with the University of Southern Maine’s Muskie School of Public

advocating for bills that support recovery work. They tabled

Service, MYAN staff co-facilitate and support the Young People’s Caucus. Last

at a ‘Drug Take Back Day’ and distributed educational

year 10 youth leaders led the way. Ranging in age from 13 to 23 years old,

resources on safe disposition of prescription medication.

the Caucus members convened for 20 weekly leadership sessions before

Two young people regularly volunteered at the

presenting to the Maine Children’s Cabinet. Stretching across three sessions,

Downeast Recovery Center and Safe Harbor House,

the convened youth and adult leaders addressed topics such as paid work

directly supporting Machias community members living

experience, racial justice and education, and youth engagement. Youth leaders

in recovery. Finally, the youth organizers joined ME-RAP
advocacy for Support Recovery, Save Lives which included
a day of action at the Maine State House in support for LD 967.
The youth organizing team is growing in membership and creating

can’t wait to see what they do in 2022!

topics such as paid

research efforts; their perspectives challenged the ways Cabinet members

work experience,

initially considered data which surfaced disconnects and gaps in workforce

racial justice and
education, and
youth engagement

their communities. Last year these young people contributed 53 hours of
organizing and advocacy for harm reduction efforts in Maine—and we

leaders addressed

prepared recommendations based on direct lived experiences and community-

opportunities.

new opportunities for other young people to mobilize in support of

Youth and adult

Maine Recovery Advocacy
Project youth organizers.
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REDIRECTING
RESOURCES

$52,304.20*
In Stipends
to 262 youth and young adults for their work on
Gateway to Opportunity projects and conference
leadership teams and as presenters and keynote
speakers at the Black Student Caucus and Youth
Leadership Conference

Contributions of time and expertise

*Total includes stipends directly from the statewide/MYAN team but does
not include the money diverted through district partners directly to youth

>

The Maine Youth Action Network uses a youth employment model to guide
much of our programming each year. Wherever possible, programming is

(

$

leaders regionally across Maine

designed to create opportunities for young people to build their 21st Century
Skills and to be compensated, even nominally, for their contributions; both are
integral elements of the work.
Young people may join MYAN as summer team leaders or members in the
Gateway to Opportunity program. Others plan and host the annual Maine

opportunities for

their 21st Century

focused campaigns or projects, such as the Maine Recovery Advocacy Project

Skills AND to be
compensated for
their contributions.

state.
267 youth and young adults earned stipends within the Network in 2021. We
directed $85 728.75 directly to young people positively contributing to our

to 5 young adults for 2,088 hours of work with us

communities.

>

(
$

(

>

facilitators

is designed to create

program. Some youth organizers earn stipends for their work with issue-

sharing their experiences in local community projects with peers across the

in salaries and benefits

Leaders as well as social media and conference lead

MYAN programming

young people to build

journey by applying to present at workshops or training through the Network,

this year as Gateway to Opportunity Program Team

Wherever possible,

Youth Leadership Conference through the attached leadership development

or Aroostook Teen Leadership Camp. Finally, many young people begin their

$33,424.55

†
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COL
LAB
ORA
TE.
Connecting

adults working

with Maine youth
to make lasting
connections

and share their
expertise.
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C O L L A B O R A T I V E LY L E A R N I N G

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ADULTS
Learning starts with us
We strive to cultivate a culture of curiosity and a love of learning for ourselves

Internal learning

and others at the Maine Youth Action Network. Our team regularly seeks out

sessions focused

emerging national best practices by attending a diversity of formal training

on topics such as

offerings, speaking with topic-specific experts, and reading or listening to
everything we can get our hands on! In collaboration with local experts we then
create interactive opportunities to deepen the learning within our Network. In

mental health and
community building,

2021, we partnered closely with nine community partners working in each

advocating for health

of the public health districts; MYAN hosted 16 internal learning sessions

equity, best practices

for this cohort of adult leaders focusing on topics such as mental health &

partnering with

community building, advocating for health equity, best practices partnering with
indigenous youth, harm reduction strategies, and more.

indigenous youth,
and harm reduction
strategies.

By the end of 2021

100%

“MYAN staff is always very helpful during staffing transitions. This support
includes recruiting through their networks, onboarding staff to understand the

of district partners
reported strong organizational relationships with with
other youth engagement programs and adult allies in their
community

MYAN curriculum, reporting, and best practices in youth engagement, and creative
This an increase from the
beginning of 2021, when
85% of MYAN’s district
partners reported strong
relationships with partners
in their community.

problem solving to achieve deliverables when there is a staffing shortage. MYAN also
provided many professional development opportunities throughout the year. With more staff
in place at the state level, it feels that all areas of support are well-covered.”
2021 district partner
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2021 Adult Trainings

T

i
ra

n in

pic
g to

s i n c l u d e d:
Restorative practices

In 2021, MYAN statewide team and distinct
partners provided a total of ...

Youth or adult skill building

3613

Youth engagement best practices

The Network facilitated...

Network building strategies

instances of technical assistance
to partners across the state

Social emotional learning and positive youth

192
Trainings

development

5,600

F
O
R
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Adolescent mental health
Holistic prevention strategies

participants

Learning happens everywhere
In 2021, MYAN staff and district

virtual spaces as COVID restrictions

partners offered 192 virtual and

persisted. In response, through a

in person training sessions on

free, professional development

youth engagement best practices,

workshop series, our team presented

social emotional learning, holistic

a multitude of techniques and

prevention strategies, restorative

tools that adult learners could

practices, and much more. Over

immediately incorporate into their

Learning happens together

“

“This was very powerful.
I appreciate the

MYAN staff present a twopart training "Centering

The MYAN team provides free expert assistance to stakeholders and

Equity and Trauma-Informed

organizations at the intersections of youth-adult partnerships, positive youth

Approaches" with SNAP-Ed

development, holistic prevention, and restorative practices. In 2021, statewide

Nutrition Educators and

staff engaged 311 partners through 2,210 instances of expert support
including tailored coaching conversations, resource sharing, and more.

own work. Paired with relevant

in these interactive offerings,

topics, these sessions invited

and discussion with

strategies to their environmental change model. We also authored two reports

strengthening their practices and

participants to explore new content
while strengthening their facilitation

peers. I am working to

for the University of New England’s SNAP-Ed program last

growing their networks. Many of

year which synthesized trauma-responsive and equity-

these workshops were held locally

practices; Play to Learn: Gamifying

come out of my shell

or in smaller virtual settings, a few

Learning Experiences and Beyond

and your trainings are

reached broader audiences such

the Book Club: Sustaining Anti-

helping me to find my

growth. MYAN staff presented to the UNE team as well as

as the Governor’s Opioid Response

Racism Work were new learning

voice. Thank you.”

the network of Maine Nutrition Educators on the findings

Summit and Maine CDC’s Prevention

for the Network while Fostering

Professionals Conference.

Stronger Relationships with Youth

Last year adult partners sought
out MYAN supports to enhance
their own facilitation practices in

England team.

last year. MYAN staff authored a youth engagement best practices curriculum

5,600 total adult learners engaged

and Community-Driven Research

with the University of New

We also partnered closely with several organizations engaged in deeper learning

structure of the training

for Maine Health’s Lets Go! Program which tailors activities and coaching

centered frameworks, analyzed existing UNE programming,
and formed recommendations for continued programmatic

and implementation strategies in September. These projects,
TRAINING ATTENDEE

statewide staff in partnership

along with the many others MYAN team members supported
this year, are stronger because we did them together.

In 2021, MYAN statewide team and distinct
partners provided a total of ...

5,435
instances of technical assistance
to partners across the state

with Youth provided deeper dives into
core content areas.
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virtual conference attendee
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We are always stronger together.

Convene.

“Being able to connect with new people
and share experiences, interests, and
views was definitely my favorite part of the
conference!”

23

Of conference attendees completing an
evaluation...

CONVENING THE LEADERS

THE VIRTUAL
CONF EREN C E

97% agreed:

“I have a deeper understanding
of the root causes and system
changes needed to improve my

Connecting and egaging under COVID-

community.”

restrictions
Like nearly everything else, the Maine Youth Leadership Conference was
impacted by the pandemic. Convening the leaders became an even bigger
priority as extended COVID-restrictions challenged our abilities to connect and
national statistics began to reflect rising experiences of social isolation across
all age groups. The youth leadership team and MYAN staff knew the importance

Keynote speaker, Amara Ifeji, speaking about the

of connection and the myriad of obstacles present in a state with inequitable

Workshops covered

technology access and resources.

topics including

Over 250 youth and adults registered for the Virtual Leadership Conference

mental health

held on April 15th and 16th, 2021. The event included 25 workshops with a

advocacy, youth

broad range of content to engage with including mental health advocacy, youth

leadership and

leadership and changemaking, and racial and climate justice. An impressive 15

changemaking, and

presentations teams were led by youth and/or youth-adult teams! Attendees
also benefited from interactive community-building elements, participated in a
keynote presentation by youth organizer and activist Amara Ifeji, and accessed

power of starting your activism locally and with your

98% agreed:

community.

“I have a deeper understanding
of people’s experiences that are
different from mine.”

racial and climate
justice

dedicated youth and adult networking sessions.

100% agreed

“Nobody had really done a virtual youth-led conference before and
we didn’t have a template or years of prior experience to base anything

“I know how to use my skills

on... The support and commitment from adults and schools were tremendous

and interests to make my

resources in making it happen.”

community better”
Virtual Conference t-shirt logo designed by Youth

Alastair, MYAN team member

Leadership Team member Abey Givens.
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BLACK STUDENT
CAUCUS & RETREAT
Moving from virtual to in-person
The first Black Student Caucus in Maine has been a long time coming.
Innumerable youth leaders and organizations paved the way, organizing Black
Student Unions (BSU) in schools and advocating for educational equity. These
successes resulted in calls for a larger convening space and, in January 2020,
a group of Black leaders began planning the Caucus. Although the pandemic
waylaid those early plans, it also created opportunities to engage more partners
and by the spring of 2021 Black youth were determined to “make space and

much I related to their
experiences...Everyone

Black youth, featured Black artists, activists, and mental health rights advocates

welcoming and being

with roots in Maine. The youth facilitated panels came to life for four weeks in

able to talk freely about

(yet), the Caucus featured diverse backgrounds and perspectives.  
Discussions around “Black Expression,” “Black Excellence,” and “Self-

agreed that after participating in the retreat, they know
how to use their skills to enhance their school
community and that they have a deeper
understanding of the root causes and
system changes needed to improve
their community.

speakers and seeing how

was understanding and

BSU members to students attending schools without any racial affinity programs

of surveyed leadership retreat attendees

“I loved listening to the

take space.” The virtual Black Student Caucus, planned and co-facilitated by

April with 35 youth/young adult attendees from across Maine. From active

100%

“

microaggressions and
racism, things that we've
experienced....it was

Preservation and Wellness” invigorated and engaged students. Caucus

very freeing and I'm so

organizers celebrated the energy generated by harnessing the momentum with a

glad that I was able to

unique back-to-school event: the BSU leadership retreat. 8 young people, adult

attend as many sessions

allies, student leaders, community organizers, and collegiate activists converged
for a day of skill-building and community connections. Attendees left with
plans to create school- and community-level opportunities for their peers.
Combating experiences of social isolation in the prolonged pandemic, on top

Maine Youth Action Network 2021 Annual Report

CONVENING THE LEADERS

as I did.”
black student caucus
attendee

of the established impacts of institutionalized racism, remains a big challenge.
Black student organizers across Maine are lighting a path forward and we are
grateful for their leadership.
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CONVENING THE LEADERS

THE HYBRID
CONFERENCE
Evolving and adapting

Attendees from 14 counties and 3 tribal nations led breakout sessions,
presented from the main stage, recruited group members, laughed and learned

Left: Youth Panel; Right:
Youth Leadership Team

On November 4th and 5th, the Maine Youth Leadership Conference returned

with new friends. Workshops were creative and interactive. In person, youth

with more youth-led workshop offerings and interactive elements than ever.

and adult attendees attended harm reduction training, learned about the

The difference? While nearly 102 youth and 54 adults attended the in person

local impacts of global climate changes, and strengthened their mindfulness

sessions at the University of Maine Orono campus, an additional 104 logged

practices; online workshops introduced participants to restorative practices,

on from school libraries, classrooms, and home offices across the state.

explored how to run for elected office, and built storytelling

Youth attendee singing

The evolution to hybrid is a reflection of ongoing pandemic impacts as much as

skills. It was great to be together—virtually and in person, and

during the evening open

it is our team’s commitment to improving accessibility and inclusivity in MYAN

we are already looking forward to doing it again next year!

with team member, AJ
Pettengill, on the mic.

mic.

programming. We still have a lot of learning to do, and also this early adaptation
reminded us how much fun it is to follow the leadership of young people!

B Y-T H E-N U M B E R S

2021 Maine Youth Leadership Conference
After the participating in the conference, participants reported on
these core social-emotional learning competencies:

Portland poet
laurate, Maya
Williams, giving the
keynote address.

89%

89%

of youth agreed

of youth agreed

they knew how to use their
skills and experiences to
make their communities
better

they have a deeper
understanding of people’s
experiences that are
different from mine

89%
of youth agreed
they have a deeper
understanding of root causes
and the system changes
needed to improve their
community.
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LO O K I N G A H E A D

WHAT'S NEXT?
More learning. Stronger partnerships. Better
outcomes.
We enter 2022 with full hearts, eyes open, and a lengthy to do list. Recruitment
and planning for the Gateway to Opportunity summer youth employment
initiative is already underway. MYAN will be offering another free, virtual
learning series for any adult working to create positive experiences with and for
young people. Partnering with other leadership organizations across the state,
we are continuing to contribute solidarity and sponsorship for racial affinity and
queer-affirming youth spaces. MYAN is collaborating with young people and
adults to promote harm reduction and support recovery communities across
the state. And we are recommitting to mental wellness—for each of us, for all of
us.
There are many indicators of thriving communities and healthy young people.
However you define the metrics we have work to do. Any loss would be one
too many, and we lost young people last year. Youth in Maine deserve more
and better from us as adult partners. There is emerging research on traumaresponsive practices, equity-centered approaches, and developmental
relationships with young people. We have learning to do. Let’s do it together.
Are you eager to learn? Interested in partnering? Join us. Do you have an idea

Where can we take
the Network in 2022?

for change? A plan for improving your community? Educate us. Are you ready to

Everywhere youth

lead? So are we.

and adult partners

The Network is growing but so are the challenges we face in fostering thriving
communities for all. Our commitment is unwavering. We take the next small
step everyday towards this goal, and we are grateful to walk alongside leaders
like you.

dream to go.
Thank you!

Report design by
T H A N K YO U ! !

Becky Wurwarg

Funders & Collaborators
Maine CDC · The Opportunity Alliance · Wex · United Way of Greater Portland · Maine Recovery
Advocacy Project · University of Southern Maine, Muskie School · Nellie Mae Education Foundation
· Wabanaki Public Health & Wellness · Aroostook Mental Health Center · Healthy Acadia · Penquis
Community Action Agency · Healthy Communities of the Capital Area · OUT Maine · Healthy Community
Coalition of Greater Franklin County · Southern Maine Health Care
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